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ABSTRACT
Academic writing has received the attention of many scholars across disciplines. 
Researchers of genre analysis, in particular, focused on academic writing at large and 
research articles in particular. A major constituent of any research article (RA) that 
received significant attention from genre analysts is the abstract (Lores, 2004). Graduate 
students and researchers from all disciplines submit papers to different journals, hoping 
for publication. The gateway for initial publication approval/acceptance is usually a well-
written abstract.  Therefore, it is imperative that those researchers receive proper training 
on how to write a publication-worthy RA with a well-written abstract.  This leads to the 
purpose of this research paper, which is how the abstracts of RA submitted to journals 
for publication are written to identify similarities and differences and predict pedagogical 
implications to help research writing teachers identify and address areas of weakness. The 
focus of this paper is the analysis of RAs submitted to English for Academic Purposes 
(EAP) journals and abstracts submitted to Arabic for Academic Purposes (AAP) journals. 
In an attempt to compare and contrast abstract submissions in the two disciplines, a genre 
analysis following Hyland’s (2000) moves analysis model was deployed. Moreover, an 
analysis of the lexico-grammatical features of EAP and AAP abstracts was provided. Both 
the genre and lexico-grammatical analysis led to insightful results, especially in reference 
to the AAP research article abstracts. These results yielded pedagogical implications that 
teachers of research Methodology should consider while teaching their graduate/research 
writing students–especially the AAP ones–how to write RA abstracts.  

Keywords: RA Abstracts, EAP Journal Articles, AAP Journal Articles,  Genre Analysis, 
Lexico-grammatical Analysis, Pedagogical Implications

INTRODUCTION
Genre analysis research has been investigated by a number of scholars and linguists. The 
three most prominent figures in the field of genre analysis research are Swales (1990), 
Bhatia (1993), and Hyland (2000). To have a better understanding of what the term genre 
refers to, reference will be made to Swale’s (1990) definition of genre, as the different 
analyses conducted by the genre analysis researcher are not restricted to a specific genre. 
According to Swale (1990), genre is defined as “a class of communicative events, the 
members of which share some set of communicative purposes” (p. 58). The definition was 
then extended to include various types of artistic and literary work (Al-Khasawneh, 2017), 
such as movie, music, or literary writing genres.   However, Academic writing was the 
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genre that received the most attention. Many researchers valorize the analysis of moves 
of different genres; therefore, before exploring academic writing, a proper definition of a 
move should be of value. A move in genre is defined as “a discoursal or rhetorical unit that 
performs a coherent communicative function in a written or spoken discourse” (Swales, 
2004, p. 228). In lay language, a move can be considered a section of the text with a 
specific purpose. Even though researchers have been concerned with the genre analysis 
and moves analysis of different texts in the realm of academic writing, research articles 
(RA) in particular received a lot of attention from genre analysts, resulting in a vast array 
of genre studies analyzing the moves of the article and the moves of RA, e.g., Introduction, 
Methodology, Results, and Discussion (IMRAD), and the moves in the different sections 
of the RA, e.g., the moves in the introduction section (Al-Khasawneh, 2017).  A major 
constituent of any research article (RA), be it IMRAD or any other paper–that received 
significant attention from genre analysts–is the abstract. Lores (2004) defines the abstract 
as “an abbreviated, accurate representation of the contents of a document, preferably 
prepared by its author(s) for publication with it” (p.281). That is why the abstract received 
this attention; it acts as a summary of the whole research paper. Moreover, its ubiquitous 
function as a gateway towards reading an article and making important decisions, such 
as including it in a literature review or even as high stakes of a decision as accepting 
it for publication, added to the importance of this genre and led to exhaustive research 
investigating its moves (Lores, 2004 cited in Al-Khasawneh, 2017). Many genre analysts 
studied abstracts and their moves across the disciplines. However, more comparative 
research needs to be done in order to reach conclusions about the order of and existence of 
certain moves in different disciplines and whether or not there are differences in the type 
and order of moves. This paper explores the writing of abstracts by researchers from two 
similar disciplines: EAP and AAP.  It argues that there might be differences in the way 
those researchers write their journal article abstracts, and in case differences are detected, it 
seeks to answer the question of what might be the reasons behind them and whether or not 
these differences yield pedagogical implications. Before embarking on the analysis of the 
different moves used by the authors of EAP and AAP journal article abstracts, a review of 
the literature should provide a better understanding of how the genre analysis of abstracts 
started and what moves have been identified. 

LITERATURE REVIEW
Genre analysts disagreed on the number of moves a journal article abstract should include. 
This disagreement even extended to the names they gave to these moves.  According to 
Swales (1990), who was later seconded by Feak in Swales & Feak (2009), an abstract 
follows a three-move model that is recognized as establishing a territory, establishing a 
niche, and occupying the niche.   Bhatia (1993), on the other hand, considered the abstract 
a “factual summary” of a research article, which mainly tells the reader what the research 
study is all about. It concisely provides the following information: what the author did, 
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how he did it, what he found, and what he concluded. Accordingly, four moves that 
answer the four previously mentioned questions were identified in Bhatia’s model. These 
are introducing purpose, describing methodology, summarizing results, and presenting 
conclusions. Many research writing teachers use Bhatia’s model in their academic writing 
classes, as it is commonly identified in many research papers across the disciplines. Hyland 
(2000) introduced a model similar to that of Bahtias, where he identifies not only four 
but five moves – introduction, purpose, method, product, and conclusion. It is very clear 
that both Bhatia’s (1993) model and Hyland’s (2000) model share a lot of commonalities. 
The only two differences between the two models are that Bhatia’s introducing purpose 
move is classified by Hyland (2000) under two different moves: introduction and purpose. 
Moreover, Bhatia’s (1993) results in the summarizing results move is referred to later by 
Hyland (2000) as “product.” To sum up, the three different models (Swales, 1990; Bhatia, 
1993; and Hyland, 2000) have more in common than differences. However, to have a 
clearer picture of the analysis of abstracts as an academic genre, an extensive review of 
the literature would be of paramount importance. To begin with, studies that discussed 
the analysis of English for Academic Purposes (EAP) versus Academic Arabic Discourse 
(AAP) discourse will be reviewed. After that, studies that discuss the rhetorical analysis of 
journal article abstracts will be reviewed. Finally, previous contrastive/comparative studies 
of Journal Article Abstracts will be reviewed.

Genre Analysis of EAP Discourse
As mentioned earlier, Swale (1990), Bhatia (1993), and Hyland (2000) were concerned 
with the study of Academic writing as a genre, which was also referred to as English for 
Specific Purposes (ESP) or English for Academic Purposes (EAP).  Their seminal studies 
are considered invaluable contributions to the literature of EAP discourse.  Accordingly, 
many studies drew on Swale’s (1990), Bhatia’s (1993), and Hyland’s (2000) models of 
analyzing academic discourse. Some of these are Yoon & Casal (2020), Bhatti, Mustafa, 
& Azher (2019), and Aziz et. al. (2021).   Bhatti, Mustafa, & Azher (2019), for example, 
worked on the analysis of abstracts of Linguistics and literature research articles, whereas 
Aziz et al. (2021) were concerned with the analysis of MA TEFL abstracts. Similarly, Yoon 
& Casal’s (2020) study, for example, targeted the analysis of conference abstract articles. 
Yoon & Casal (2020) carried out their research to analyze “625 conference abstracts 
accepted to the 2017 American Association of Applied Linguistics Conference” (P. 462). 
The researchers adopted Moreno and Swales’ (2018) seven-move model and found that 
five of the seven moves were highly frequent, while two dominant moves emerged.

Genre Analysis of AAP Discourse
Academic Arabic Discourse has been widely investigated. For example, Alharbi (2016) 
analyzed the discourse of Arabic research articles. Applying Swales (1993) Create-a-
Research-Space (CARS) model, the research analyzed 20 introductions of research articles 
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in the field of Islamic studies. The results indicate that there is a difference between the 
research article introductions written in Arabic and the CARS model developed by Swale 
(1993). Another research study that focused on AAP is Al-Ali’s (2018) genre-pragmatic 
analysis of Arabic academic book reviews.  In this study, Al-Ali (2018) used Hyland 
(2000), Gea Valor (2000–2001), Moreno and Suárez (2008a) and Alcaraz-Ariza (2010) to 
analyze Arabic book reviews. The results show that Arab reviewers made use of two sub-
moves that were not used by other researchers. Another study that analyzed AAP discourse 
was conducted by Al-Ali (2010). In his study, Al-Ali (2010) analyzed a hundred of the 
acknowledgments found in Ph.D. dissertations. The discursive analysis mainly targeted the 
rhetorical tools employed by Arabic writers and yielded interesting results: Arabic writers 
tend to use religious, academic and social cues.

Rhetorical Moves Analysis of Journal Article Abstracts
Following a top-down approach to investigating Academic writing, the current review 
moves from the broad genre to a more specific subgenre – Academic abstracts. Many 
research articles studied the rhetorical moves analysis of journal article abstracts (Bouziana 
& Metkal, 2020; Behnam & Golpour, 2014; Eldakhs, 2018; Alhuqbani, 2013; Al-
Khasawneh, 2017; and Vathanalaoha & Tangkiengsirisin, 2018). For example, Alhuqbani 
(2013) followed both Bhatia’s (1993) and Hyland’s (2000) models to analyze Arabic 
research article abstracts across the disciplines.  The findings suggest that the disciplinary 
variations are the result of the different Arabic journal requirements and that these journals 
should reconsider the requirements of acceptance and publication.

Previous Contrastive/Comparative Studies of Journal Article Abstracts
There are many comparative studies that focus on the analysis of academic abstracts from 
different perspectives or, in other words, on many different levels of comparison. In their 
research study, Bouziane and Metkal (2020) investigated the different moves of abstracts 
written in English, Arabic and French. Interestingly, even though it still falls under the 
umbrella of academic writing, the data came from different sub-genres (e.g., journal articles, 
MA theses, and Ph.D. dissertations). The cross-linguistic analysis showed that the purpose 
move is the one that is most common across the sample. Similarly, Al-Khasawneh (2017) 
analyzed 20 abstracts written by both native and non-native speakers of English. The author 
adopted Hyland’s (2000) five-move model.    The findings of the study revealed that native 
and non-native writers shared common rhetorical moves, mainly purpose, method, and 
conclusion, yet there was a significant difference between native and non-native writers 
in two moves: the introduction and conclusion. In a similar study, Behnam and Golpour 
(2014), who also adopted Hyland’s (2000) five-move model, compared abstracts not only 
across languages, but also across disciplines. They collected 80 English and Iranian research 
article abstracts in two disciplines: Mathematics and applied linguistics. The corpus came 
from four journals: an American applied Linguistics journal versus an Iranian one and an 
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American mathematics journal versus an Iranian one. Cross-linguistic and cross-discipline 
analyses were conducted. Results showed a significant difference in the cross-discipline 
analysis, and while the difference was reported in the cross-linguistic analysis, it was not 
as statistically significant as the cross-discipline one. This led the researchers to discuss the 
pedagogical implications of teaching Iranian graduate students the essential moves that an 
abstract should cover. From a different perspective, Eldakhs (2018) (also using Hyland’s 
2000 model) made another type of comparison–one that is not cross-linguistic nor cross-
disciplinary.   She compared research article abstracts that came from more prestigious 
versus less prestigious journals. Her findings show that longer moves for introduction, 
purpose and method appear more in abstracts in less prestigious journals. On the other 
hand, significantly lengthier findings appear more in abstracts in more prestigious journals.

Reviewing the literature, it can be noticed that no previous research has been conducted 
adopting Hyland’s model to compare and contrast Arabic for Academic Purposes journal 
article abstracts to English for Academic Purposes journal article abstracts. Therefore, the 
next step was to try to bridge this gap in the literature by analyzing abstracts from the 
two very close disciplines and identifying the similarities and differences in the rhetorical 
moves adopted by the authors of EAP and AAP journal article abstracts. 

DESIGN
Purpose of the Study
After reviewing the literature, the purpose of this study is to investigate the rhetorical 
moves of English for Academic Purposes (EAP) and Arabic for Academic Purposes (AAP) 
journal article abstracts to identify any similarities or differences in the frequency and 
sequence of the moves. The paper also explores the lexico-grammatical feature deployed 
by authors in writing EAP and AAP journal article abstracts. Moreover, the paper will 
discuss some pedagogical implications and suggestions for future research. To be able to 
do so, the current study aims to answer the following research questions:

Research Questions
1. What are the different rhetorical moves used by EAP and AAP abstract writers? 

a. Is there a significant difference in the frequencies of moves in EAP and AAP 
Journal article abstracts?
b. Is there a significant difference in the sequence of moves in EAP and AAP 
Journal Article abstracts?

2. What are the lexico-grammatical features deployed by EAP and AAP abstract 
writers?
3. What are the pedagogical implications of the results?

Methodology
Drawing on Hyland’s (2000) Five-move abstract model (See Figure 1), this research paper 
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focuses on the analysis of the Rhetorical moves and lexico-grammatical tools deployed 
by EAP and AAP journal article writers in writing their article abstracts. The analysis will 
follow Hyland’s (2000) Introduction, Purpose, Method, Results, and Conclusion (IPMRC) 
five-move sequence.

Figure 1: Hyland’s (2000) Abstract Five Moves
1. Introduction (I):  This move establishes context.

2. Purpose (P): This move provides the purpose of the study together with the thesis or 

hypothesis. It may include the objectives of the research or the research problem.

3. Method (M): In this move, the author describes the research design, procedures, 

approach, and data collection.

4. Results (R): This is when the author talks about the observations, findings and what 

was accomplished.

5. Conclusion (C): This is when the author interprets the results and draws inferences.  

It includes some indication of the implications and applications of the findings. 

Description of the Data
Date for this study was randomly collected from a corpus of Ten journal article abstracts, 
five of which come from EAP journals, while the other Five are taken from different AAP 
journals All journal articles are published between 2017 and 2022. The EAP journals are 
Journal of English for Academic Purposes, English for Specific Purposes, International 
Journal of Applied Linguistics, and TESOL Quarterly. The AAP journals are the International 
Journal of Arabic Linguistics, Izdihar: Journal of Arabic Language Teaching, Linguistics, 
and Literature, Journal of Arabic and Islamic Studies, and International Journal for Arabic 
Linguistics and Literature Studies. The initial search of AAP journals included other 
journals such as Arab World English Journal and Arab Journal of Applied Linguistics, but 
they were excluded because they were not restricted to AAP research. They included EAP, 
linguistics, and applied linguistics research.

Analytical Framework
The analytical Framework used in this paper is mainly a qualitative one in which the author 
depends on color coding and describing the different rhetorical moves authors use in writing 
their abstracts. The color code used in this analysis is described as follows: Yellow for the 
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Introduction, Red for the Purpose, Purple for the Methodology, Turquoise for the Results, 
and Grey for the Conclusion (See the Appendices). Frequencies will be calculated, and the 
Chris Square test will be used to compare the moves in the two samples. The move analysis 
and description of moves are mainly qualitative. However, with statistical reference to 
move frequencies and percentages (See Figures 2 and 3) and the Chis Square Test results 
(See Figure 5), the study carries some quantitative aspects, placing it in the middle of the 
qualitative-quantitative continuum. 

ANALYSIS
Move Analysis of EAP Journal Article Abstracts 
The five EAP-abstract-sample shows higher consistency in following Hyland’s (2000) five 
move model – The IPMRC move sequence, yet with flexibility in order as in Yoon & Casal 
(2020, P. 462) (See Sample Abstract One in Appendix A). They deviate from that model at 
some points where the writer decided either to omit the results move (resulting in IPMC 
move sequence) or conclusion move (resulting in IPMR move sequence). In other cases, 
the positions of purpose and methodology are swapped, as in Yoon & Casal (2020, P. 462), 
resulting in IMPRC (See Sample Abstract 1 in Appendix A) or IMPC sequence as in Leo 
(2022) (See Sample Abstract 3 in Appendix A). 

When it comes to frequency, it can be observed that the introduction move, where the 
author introduces the topic and provides some background information, and Methodology 
move, where the author describes the research design, conceptual or analytical framework, 
or data collection, are the two most frequent moves in EAP journal article abstracts. It 
is also worth mentioning that the introduction is the longest move. Its length sometimes 
extends to one third or a half of the abstract. On the other hand, the purpose move in which 
the author writes the purpose of the study, the result move in which the author reports on 
results and findings, and the conclusion move where the author makes some interpretations 
or refers to implications of findings are equally less frequent with an 80% frequency in the 
sample. See Figure 2 for the frequency of moves in the EAP journal article abstract sample.

Move Analysis of AAP Journal Article Abstracts
The AAP journal article abstract sample collected shows some flexibility in following the 
five-move model proposed by Hyland (2000). Except for Zanelli (2017), the AAP abstracts 
collected follow a five-move pattern - introduction, purpose, methodology, results and 
conclusion - in which the introduction and methodology are two optional moves (See 
Appendix B). Moreover, the flexibility is extended to the order of this move. In many 
cases, the moves did not follow Hyland’s (2000) IPMRC order, and sometimes, a move 
was embedded in another in a sandwich format (See Abstract 6 and 8 in Appendix B). For 
a summary of the frequency of each move in the sample (see Figure 3).
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The Zanellis (2017) abstract was not included in the previous discussion as it was 

difficult to identify more than two main moves: Introduction and Purpose (See Sample 
Abstract Nine in Appendix B). This significant difference in the move pattern could be due 
to the nature of the article, as it falls under literary studies rather than language or linguistic 
studies. 

Figure 2: The Rhetorical Moves in 5 EAP Journal Article Abstracts

Figure 3: The Rhetorical Moves in 5 AAP Journal Article Abstracts.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rhetorical Moves in EAP and AAP Journal Article Abstracts
Comparing the frequencies of the moves in the two sets of abstracts (EAP) and (AAP) 
yielded interesting results.  There was a slight difference in the introduction, purpose, and 
methodology moves. Two of these moves (Introduction and Methodology) appeared more 
in the EAP abstract sample more than in the AAP abstract sample, while the purpose of the 
study was a mandatory move that appeared in all the abstracts in the AAP sample but in 
only 60% of the EEP sample. However, there was no difference in the frequencies of the 
Results and Conclusion moves in the EAP and AAP abstracts (See Table 1).

Table 1: Comparing EAP & AAP Journal Article Abstracts
EAP Abstracts AAP Abstracts

Introduction (I) 100% 60%
Purpose (P) 80% 100%
Methodology (M) 100% 60%
Results (R) 80% 80%
Conclusion (C) 80% 80%
Possible Move Sequence IPMRC – IPMC – IPMR – IM-

PRC –IMPC
IPMRC – MPMRC– MPIMRC 
– ICRC – IP

The insignificant difference in the move frequencies in the EAP and AAP abstract 
sample was also triangulated through the performance of Chi Square Test. The Chi-Square 
statistics is 0.8964. The p-value is .925077. This means the result is not significant at p < 
.05 (See Figure 4).

Figure 4: Chi Square Test Results

A significant difference, however, can be perceived in the sequence of moves in the 
two samples, even though some EAP and AAP abstracts follow Hyland’s (2000) five-move 
abstract sequence (IPMRC). Other sequences were identified in the two samples. On the 
one hand, the EAP journal article abstract sample shows other possible sequences such 
as IPMRC – IPMC – IPMR – IMPRC –IMPC in which some moves may not exist (e.g., 
Results and Conclusion) or maybe swapped or embedded as in IMPC sequence. On the 
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other hand, the AAP journal article abstract sample (as in Ghadi, 2022 and Bidaoui, 2021) 
shows MPMRC and MPMIRC sequences in which the author starts with the methodology 
then, moves to purpose, and then refers back to other aspects of the methodology. The use 
of this circular rather than linear argument may be attributed to the influence of the mother 
tongue of the writers (i.e., Arabic), as some linguists argue that Arabic discourse follows 
more of a circular pattern rather than a linear one, an argument initiated by Robert Kaplan 
(1966) when he discussed contrastive rhetoric and the transfer of L1’s (mother tongue) 
rhetorical patterns to L2 (English in this case).

Comparing the Lexico-grammatical features in EAP and APP Journal Article Abstracts
It can be seen that both types of abstracts share different lexico-grammatical features. 
These are on the level of diction and structure. On the phrase level, authors of EAP and 
AAP journal article abstracts use very similar phrases to introduce the purpose of the study, 
report on methodology and results, and draw conclusions.  Typical phrases that can be 
found in purpose move are “the current study presents …”, “the study explores …”, “The 
study seeks …”, etc. (See table 2). These examples can be found in both EAP and AAP 
journal article abstracts. In the methodology move, phrases such as “following …”, “this 
study draws on ….”, and “data is retrieved from …” are also typical methodology language 
in the two samples. See Table 2 for more examples. The results and findings move is also 
characterized by the use of typical phrases such as “the findings suggest” and “the results 
show” (See Table 2). The tense used in the two samples is mostly the present simple with 
some occasion of past simple use in the EAP sample as in “Analysis showed …” The 
present versus past tense usage in research writing is very debatable. However, the past 
tense has been agreed upon in reporting results and findings. As for the conclusion move, 
the language is used to describe the contribution, indication and application of findings, 
such as “The study contributes …” and “the findings illustrate ...” It is notable here that 
the tense used in both the EAP and AAP samples is the present simple tense (See table 2) 
as it is the tense that has been agreed upon in writing the RA conclusions, and by analogy, 
abstract conclusions.  

 On the sentence level, the introduction move is really short in the AAP journal article 
abstracts. It does not exceed a clause and, sometimes, is non-existent, unlike the EAP 
journal article abstracts where the introduction takes a number of clauses and extends in 
length to make at least one-third of the abstract.

Voice is another notable feature that is worth discussion. It can be noticed that the 
author’s voice in most of the EAP journal article abstract sample is very detached. There 
is no use of first-person pronouns, and reference is always made to the study or the paper 
rather than to the author(s), except for one occasion in the EAP sample where reference 
was made to the authors, as in “In this paper, we question …” (See table 2 and Abstract 5). 
This is not usually the norm in EAP writing. Nevertheless, the AAP journal article abstract 
sample shows that AAP authors tend to refer to themselves in academic writing, using 
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the personal pronouns “I” and “we.” What is rather unexpected is when the author is one 
person and he/she uses “we” to refer to him/herself as in “we argue …” and “we provide 
…” (See Abstract 10 in Appendix B). This could be the influence of culture as it noted that 
in some Arabic speaking cultures, individuals refer to themselves using the plural for (e.g., 
Alexandrian colloquial Arabic).   

Pedagogical Implications
The results of comparing and contrasting the way some EAP and AAP journal article 
abstracts are written yielded some pedagogical implications.  It is imperative that research 
writing teachers understand the genre theory, which focuses on analyzing generic 
constructs and the rhetorical situation or context in which they are produced.  In the context 
of academic writing, in particular, research writing teachers should explain the rhetorical 
situation in which research papers and journal articles are produced and interpreted. This 
means drawing the attention of their research writing students to the purpose of writing, the 

Table 2: Lexico-grammatical Features in EAP and AAP Abstracts
EAP Abstracts AAP Abstracts

Introduction (I) The introduction move is rather 
long marking almost one third of 
the abstract length.

The introduction move is very 
short (one clause) or non-existent

Purpose (P) The (current) study presents, explores, aims to, tries, seeks, etc. – In 
this paper, we question, etc.

The main aim of this paper - this article - The paper argues
Methodology (M) The language used to introduce the methodology section is almost 

the same in the two sets. Following (the name of the approach or 
theory) Ex, Following Moreno …

This article draws on (the name of the approach) Ex, “This article 
draws on ethnographic data ...”

Adopting (the name of the approach or theory) Ex, adopting the 
schwa epenthesis theory 

This paper reports on (the name of the approach) - In this study, 
data is retrieved from …

Results (R) (The) findings suggest, reveal, 
etc. Analysis showed …

The results (of the study) show, re-
inforce, etc.

Conclusion (C) This lends more …; the study contributes … Findings illustrate, can 
provide …; Moreover, ….

Author’s voice The author is detached. No use 
of personal pronouns. This study, 
this article, etc.

Only in abstract 5, We is used. “In 
this paper, we question …”

In abstract 10, the author’s voice 
is clearly depicted through the use 
of personal pronoun we as in “we 
argue, we provide” (Even though 
it is one author!) 
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expectations of readers, the discursive conventions, and the professional context in which 
journal articles are produced. Focusing on Journal article abstracts as a sub-genre, teachers 
of research writing should make sure that their students are aware that there are certain 
mandatory moves that have to be included in a Journal article abstract. For example, the 
need to learn more about the mandatory rhetorical moves in abstracts is very obvious in the 
Zanelli (2017) sample (See Figure 6). It is also important for research writing teachers to 
be familiar with the students’ first language and disciplinary backgrounds and how these 
might affect the writing of abstracts.  In the case of teaching students of AAP, teachers need 
to draw AAP research students to the importance of including all the IPMRC moves in 
their abstracts. They might also find it useful to spend ample time explaining the rhetorical 
and discursive situation of abstract writing–the moves, the language and the voice–to AAP 
research students, especially those coming from literary and stylistic disciplines rather 
than linguistics and applied linguistics ones. Another feature that is worth teaching is the 
syntactic variations. Teachers of research methodology should allocate part of their syllabi 
to address the syntactic variation in journal article abstracts. Students of research should be 
made aware that syntactic possibilities allow the embodiment of one move within another, 
e.g., Methodology and Purpose or introduction and Purpose. One more feature that is worth 
mentioning in a research methodology class is that in-text citations are less frequent in 
journal article abstracts.  Finally, research methodology students coming from either AAP 
or EAP, or even any other background, should be taught that manuscript submissions are 
governed by certain guidelines specified by the journal they are submitting their abstracts 
to and that these guidelines should be carefully read and adhered to. 

CONCLUSION
This paper has reported a genre analysis of EAP and AAP journal article abstracts.  The 
findings have shown some variations in the move structure of abstracts written for EAP 
and AAP journals, with little to almost no significant variation in the frequency of moves. 
The lexicogrammatical analysis of the sample provided some insights on how EAP and 
AAP journal article abstract writers use different lexical, syntactic and rhetorical features.  
What’s more, the results of the analyses yielded some pedagogical implications. Research 
writing teachers need to consider both the language and disciplinary backgrounds of the 
research writing students and speculate areas of weakness.  With these findings mentioned, 
some limitations and implications for future research need to be mentioned. Ten journal 
article abstracts is a rather small sample, which can be considered a limitation in the current 
study and thus leads to a call for further research with a larger sample to overgeneralize the 
results.  Another point that is worth consideration is the fact that the EAP and AAP journal 
article abstracts come from different journals, which might mean that the differences 
depicted on the identification of moves and their order might be attributed to the editorial 
requirements of article submission in each specific journal. Therefore, more samples should 
be collected from each journal in order to reach more reliable generalizations.
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